SHE SAID WHAT?! Sex, politics, money, religion and bodily functions—the third rails of polite conversation and a goldmine of material in this hilarious, politically incorrect collection of essays from a middle-aged, single mom having the time of her life. LeeAnn Stoner is not a shock jock or pundit, but she's got opinions to spare and she believes that there's no such thing as TMI “too much information. You want to know about hemorrhoids? Check. Why prostitution should be legal? Check. Why technology is evil? Check. Divided into five books, Politically Incorrect Ramblings is an honest discussion of the unspoken truths that dictate life as we know it—the power of sex, the business of religion, menopause and puberty, and our slavish dedication to the maintenance of our houses, lawns and careers.

While the rest of us look for ways to avoid saying anything potentially offensive at work, at church, to our neighbors and especially in public, Stoner runs headlong into the 'big three': money, politics and religion. And, she does so with her charm and common sense still intact. A delightful read.
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